Grade: Kindergarten  Week of: April 20

Topic: Problem and Solution

Important Ideas to Remember: The problem of the story is something the character wants to change, fix, or figure out. The solution is the way the problem is solved or fixed.

Activity:

- Read a book that you have at home or find a book on Storyline Online, Epic, or Scholastic.
- Draw a picture of the problem in the story.
- Draw a picture of the solution.
- Be sure to include the title of the book and the names of the author and illustrator.
- Bonus: Kid Writing! Write a sentence about the problem in the story and a sentence about the solution.

Resources/Links: Storyline Online: https://www.storylineonline.net/
Epic: https://www.getepic.com/
Scholastic: https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnathome.html?eml=SBF/e/20200326/

Teacher Contact Information
CBHLC—Mrs. Lindbloom: LLindblo@HHSD.org
Simmons—Mrs. Vagnoni: TVagnoni@HHSD.org
Blair Mill and Pennypack (Wednesday classes)—Ms. Hassall: LHassall@HHSD.org
Pennypack (Tuesday classes)—Mrs. Evans: JEvans5@HHSD.org